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Abstract On the way to autonomous systems, one of the key issues concerns spatial
reasoning what involves solving problems with uncertainty. From the starting point
of human nature, information must be represented in a way that any system can
reason with imprecise knowledge about different physical aspects and make correct
decisions from them. Keeping this idea in mind, this paper presents the qualitative
model of velocity including representation, reasoning process and a real robotic
application.

1 Introduction

Recent research is aimed at building autonomous systems that help human beings in
their daily tasks, specially when they are tedious and/or repetitive. These common
tasks can concern poorly defined situations. On this matter, humans have a remar-
kable capability to solve them without any measurements and/or any computations.
Familiar examples are parking a car, cooking a meal, or summarizing a story. That is,
humans make decisions based on information that is mostly perception, rather than
accurate measurements as pointed out in [31]. Thus, qualitative reasoning properly
fits this problem since it works on representation formalisms close to human con-
ceptual schemata for reasoning about the surrounding physical environment (e.g.
[30, 26]).
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In qualitative spatial reasoning, it is common to consider a particular aspect of
the physical world, that is, a magnitude, and to develop a system of qualitative re-
lationships between entities which cover that aspect of the world to some degree.
Examples of that can be found in many disciplines (e.g. geography [29], psycho-
logy [19], ecology [5, 28], biology [18, 15], robotics [22, 21, 17, 25] and Artificial
Intelligence [7]). Actually, a qualitative representation of a magnitude results from
an abstraction process and it has been defined in [26, 16] as that representation that
makes only as many distinctions as necessary to identify objects, events, situations,
etc. in a given context for that magnitude. The way to define those distinctions de-
pends on two different aspects:

1. the level of granularity. In this context, granularity refers to a matter of precision
in the sense of the amount of information which is included in the representation.
Therefore, a fine level of granularity will provide a more detailed information
than a coarse level.

2. the distinction between comparing and naming magnitudes (as stated in [6]).
This distinction refers to the usual comparison between absolute and relative.
From a spatial point of view, this controversy corresponds to the way of repre-
senting the relationships among objects (see Fig. 1). As Levinson pointed out
in [20], absolute defines an object’s location in terms of arbitrary bearings such
as cardinal directions (e.g. North, South, East, West), by resulting in binary rela-
tionships. Instead, relative leads to ternary relationships. Consequently, for com-
paring magnitudes, an object b is any compared relationship to another object a
from the same Point of View (PV ). It is worth noting that the comparison depends
on the orientation of both objects with respect to (wrt) the PV , since objects a and
b can be at any orientation wrt the PV . On the other hand, naming magnitudes
divides the magnitude of any concept into intervals (sharply or overlapped sepa-
rated, depending on the context) such that qualitative labels are assigned to each
interval. Note that the result of reasoning with regions of this kind can provide
imprecision. This imprecision will be solved by providing disjunction in the re-
sult. That is, if an object can be found in several qualitative regions, qi or qi+1 or
. . . or qn, then all possibilities are listed as follows {qi,qi+1, . . . ,qn} by indicating
this situation.

Fig. 1 An example of compared distances as represented in [9] (left) and an example of structure
relations in naming magnitudes with sharply and overlapped separated qualitative areas (right)
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From that starting point, and on the way to develop intelligent abilities to solve
some service robotics problems, in this paper, we present a qualitative naming velo-
city model including its qualitative representation, the reasoning process and a real
robotic application. With that aim, the structure of this paper is as follows: the pro-
posed qualitative velocity model is analyzed in Section 2, while a real application is
presented in Section 3. Finally, some conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2 Qualitative Velocity Model

The velocity is the physical concept that measures the distance travelled by an object
per unit of time. From a physical point of view, this concept can be mathematically
defined as:

Velocity =
Distance Travelled

Time of Travel
(1)

2.1 Representation

The first issue to be solved refers to the way to represent the magnitude to be mo-
delled, that is, the velocity. So, from the previous definition of velocity and focusing
on developing its qualitative naming model, the velocity representation will be com-
posed of three elements:

1. the number of objects implied in each relation (i.e. arity). From the physical
definition of velocity, the relationships to be defined imply two objects such that
an object acts as reference and the other one is referred.

2. the set of velocity relations between objects. It depends on the considered level
of granularity. In a formal way, this set of relations is expressed by means of the
definition of a Reference System (RS) consisting of:

• a set of qualitative symbols in increasing order represented by Q = {q0,
q1, ...,qn}, where q0 is the qualitative symbol closest to the Reference Ob-
ject (RO) and qn is the one furthest away, going to infinity. Here, by cognitive
considerations, the acceptance areas have been chosen in increasing size. Note
that this set defines the different areas in which the workspace is divided and
the number of them will depend on the granularity of the task, as abovemen-
tioned

• the structure relations, ∆r = {δ0,δ1, ...,δn}, describe the acceptance areas for
each qualitative symbol qi. So, δ0 corresponds to the acceptance area of qua-
litative symbol q0; δ1 to the acceptance area of symbol q1 and so on. These
acceptance areas are quantitatively defined by means of a set of close or open
intervals delimited by two extreme points: the initial point of the interval j,
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δ i
j, and the ending point of the interval j, δ e
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As a consequence, the acceptance area of a particular velocity entity,
AcAr(entity), is δ j if its value is between the initial and ending points of δ j,
that is, δ i

j ≤ value(entity)≤ δ e
j

3. the operations. The number of operations associated to a representation corres-
ponds to the possible change in the PV. In this case, as only two objects are
implied in the velocity relationships, only one operation can be defined: inverse.

By way of illustration, the velocity representation for a given context could be:

• the set of qualitative symbols: Q1 = {zero, slow, normal, quick}
• the structure relations: ∆r1 = {[0,0[ , [0,ud/2ut[ , [ud/2ut,ud/ut[ , [ud/ut,∞[},

such that ud indicates the unit of distance or space travelled by an object while
ut is the unit of time. Note that both values are context-dependent by being able
to be set to metres and seconds, respectively; miles and hours or kilometres and
hours, by depending on which velocity unit has been used

• The operations: as it is a binary relationship, the only allowed operation is inverse

2.2 The Basic Step of the Inference Process

The Basic Step of the Inference Process (BSIP) can be defined as: “given two re-
lationships, (1) the object b wrt a reference system, RS1, and (2) the object c wrt
another reference system, RS2, such that the object b is included into the second
reference system, the BSIP obtains the relationship c wrt RS1” (see Fig. 2 for a
graphical example of the BSIP)

Fig. 2 A graphical example of the BSIP for qualitative models not based on projections, such that
the dashed line represents the relationship to be inferred

For the concept of velocity, the BSIP can be defined as: given two velocity re-
lationships between three spatio-temporal entities a, b and c, we want to find the
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velocity relationship between the two entities which is not initially given. However,
it is important to take into account that the relative movement of the implied objects
can be at any direction. For that reason, the BSIP is studied integrating the velocity
concept with a qualitative orientation model. Note that, for this case, the qualitative
orientational model of Freksa and Zimmerman [12, 11] has been redefined as de-
picted in Fig. 3 since the reference object is always on the b object. In that way, it is
possible to reason with the extreme angles of the defined structure relations for the
Orientation Reference System (ORS).

Fig. 3 Redefinition of the Orientation Reference System (ORS) of Freksa and Zimmerman [12, 11]
by means of its set of qualitative symbols (Qo) and its structure relations (∆o)

Given that we are working with qualitative areas expressed by intervals, we use
the two operations to add and subtract qualitative intervals presented in our previous
work [24]. In particular, the functions to be performed are qualitative sum (obtains
the sum of two qualitative intervals), qualitative difference (provides the subtrac-
tion of two qualitative intervals), Find UB qualitative sum (obtains the qualitative
interval corresponding to the upper bound of the qualitative sum of two qualita-
tive intervals) and Find LB qualitative difference (provides the qualitative interval
corresponding to the lower bound of the qualitative subtraction of two qualitative
intervals). In addition, five new functions are defined: pythagorean theorem LB and
pythagorean theorem UB that obtain the qualitative interval corresponding to, re-
spectively, the lower and upper bounds when the Pythagorean theorem is applied;
intermediate orientation provides the orientations existing between the two ones
given as input (e.g. intermediate orientation(right, straight-front) will be front-
right); open interval, from an orientation defined with a closed interval and an-
other with an open interval, returns that corresponding to an open interval; and,
all orientation relationships returns all the defined qualitative orientations (i.e.
right, front-right, straight-front, front-left, left, back-left, straight-back and back-
right).

Therefore, the BSIP for velocity has been solved as follows (see Fig. 4 for the
graphical resolution): when any velocity relationship is zero, both velocity and
orientation will be equal to the other involved relationship. When the two velo-
city relationships have the same orientation, the resulting relationship has the same
orientation and its value corresponds to the qualitative sum of both relationships. On
the contrary, if the relationships have an opposite orientation, the resulting relation-
ship will be obtained as their qualitative difference and its orientation will be equal
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to that of higher velocity value. On the other hand, in the case both relationships have
the same orientation but it corresponds to an open interval, the resulting relationship
has the same orientation, although its value will be a disjunction of velocity rela-
tionships from the result of applying the Pythagorean theorem to the upper bound
(UB) of the qualitative sum. When the orientation relationships corresponds to an
open and a close interval such that one extreme of an interval matches up with an ex-
treme of the other interval, then the resulting relationship will have the orientation
of the open interval, while its value will be obtained from the Pythagorean theo-
rem and the qualitative sum. The last special case refers to the case two orientation
relationships are perpendicular. In that situation, the resulting relationship results
of the Pythagorean theorem, whereas its orientation is the orientation between the
orientations of the initial relationships. Finally, the remaining situations are solved
by means of qualitative difference and the Pythagorean theorem. With regard to its
orientation, it corresponds to all the possible orientation relationships.

The performance of the proposed method has been tested by comparing the re-
sults with those obtained by hand. The results obtained for the same orientation have
been compared to the handwritten ones [10] by being the same.

2.3 The Complete Inference Process

From the BSIP definition, the Complete Inference Process (CIP) can be defined. It
is necessary when more than two objects are involved in the reasoning mechanism.
Mainly, it consists of repeating the BSIP as many times as possible with the initial
information and the information provided by some BSIP until no more information
can be inferred.

As knowledge about relationships between entities is often given in the form of
constraints, the CIP can be formalized as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP)
(see [30, 27, 8] for a survey). Note that a CSP is consistent if it has a solution. More-
over, a CSP can be represented by a constraint network where each node is labelled
by a variable Xi or by the variable index i, and each directed edge is labelled by
the relationship between the variables it links. Consequently, a path consistency al-
gorithm can be used as a heuristic test for whether the defined constraint network
is consistent [2], and, therefore, if the CSP has a solution. Thus, a number of al-
gorithms for path consistency has been developed from its definition: a constraint
graph is path consistent if for pairs of nodes (i, j) and all paths i− i1− i2− ...− in− j
between them, the direct constraint ci, j is tighter than the indirect constraint along
the path, i.e. the composition of constraint ci,i1 ⊗ ...⊗ cin, j [13, 14].

A straight-forward way to enforce path-consistency on a CSP is to strengthen
relationships by successively applying the following operation until a fixed point is
reached:

ci j := ci j⊕ cik⊗ ck j (2)
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Fig. 4 Graphical resolution of the BSIP for velocity, where vi and v j represents the velocity rela-
tionships given as input with their corresponding orientation relationships (oi and o j); and vk and
ok are the resulting velocity and orientation relationships
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where the part (cik⊗ ck j) of the formula computes composition and it obtains the
constraint ci j. This result is intersected (⊕) with the preceding computed or user-
defined constraints (if they exist). The complexity of such an algorithm is O

(
n3
)

where n is the number of nodes in the constraint graph [3, 23].
In a similar way, the computation of the full inference process for qualitative

velocity can be viewed as an instance of the CSP. So, in order to determine whether
a graph is complete we repeatedly compute the following operation until a fixed
point is reached:

vx,y := vx,y⊕ vx,z⊗ vz,y (3)

where vx,y corresponds to the velocity relationship between x and y. Again, The
complexity of such an algorithm is O(n3), where n is the number of nodes in the
network, that is, the number of velocity landmarks which are used in the inference
process.

However, although path consistency eliminate some values of variable domains
that will never appear in a solution, a search algorithm is still needed to solve the
CSP. One way of solving this kind of problems is by means of Constraint Logic
Programming (CLP) extended with Constraint Handling Rules (CHRs). So, on the
one hand, CLP is a paradigm based on First Order Predicate Logic that combines
the declarative of logic programming. Moreover, it provides a means to separate
competence of a program (also called logic or what) from performance (control or
how) with the efficiency of constraint solving. The main idea is to replace unification
of terms -the heart of a logic programming system- by constraint handling in a
constraint domain such that a constraint (or a set of constraints) is satisfied. The
scheme is called CLP(X) where the argument X represents a computational domain.

Thus, a CLP program is defined as a finite set of clauses, while CHRs are logical
formulas which basically define simplification and propagation over user-defined
constraints [13]. In such way, simplification replaces constraints by a simpler cons-
traints while preserving logical equivalence; and propagation adds new constraints
logically redundant but being able to cause further simplification. So, repeatedly
applying CHRs, the constraints are incrementally solved as in a built-in constraint
solver. Consequently, CHRs allow the system to faster achieve an answer without
backtracking.

In this context, a Constraint Solver (CS) is a CLP+CHRs program composed of
a finite set of clauses from the CLP language and from the language of CHRs. So, a
CS is defined for solving the CIP for the velocity model by means of a CLP+CHRs
implementation (see Algorithm 1). The constraint vx,y is represented in the algo-
rithms by the predicate ctr vel(X ,Y,V, O), where V is the list of primitive velocity
relationships and O is the list of primitive orientation relationships forming the dis-
junctive constraint. That is, the velocity relationships between X and Y are V and
the orientations of them are O. For instance, if the oriented velocity relationship
between objects a and b is slow, front-left, then the corresponding predicate will be
ctr vel(a,b,slow, f ront− le f t. Note that V and O represents sets since inferred re-
lationships can consist of more than one relationship. The basic operation of a path
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consistency, the Equation 3, is implemented by means of two kinds of CHRs. The
part of the basic operation in Equation 3 corresponding to the intersection (cx,y⊕ ...),
is implemented by simplification CHRs:

ctr vel(X ,Y,V 1,O1),ctr vel(X ,Y,V 2,O2)⇔ intersection(V 1,V 2,V 3),
intersection(O1,O2,O3) | ctr vel(X ,Y,V 3,O3) (4)

so that, when we have two different contraints relative to the oriented velocity rela-
tionships between two objects X and Y (i.e. ctr vel(X ,Y,V 1,O1) and ctr vel(X ,Y,
V 2,O2)) what means the oriented velocity relationship between X and Y is V 1 and
V 2, with their respective orientations O1 and O2, the system replaces both cons-
traints by only one resulting from the intersection of the oriented velocity relation-
ships V 1−O1 and V 2−O2.

On the contrary, the part of the basic operation in Equation 3 corresponding to
the composition (vx,z⊗ vz,y) is implemented by propagation CHRs:

ctr vel(X ,Y,V 1,O1),ctr vel(Y,Z,V 2,O2)⇒ composition(V 1,V 2,V 3),
composition(O1,O2,O3) | newc(X ,Z,V 3,O3) (5)

where, given the oriented velocity relationships between objects X and Y and the
existing relationships between objects Y and Z, the system introduces a new cons-
traint that provides the oriented velocity relationship between objects X and Z. For
that, the BSIP is applied (for simplification, avoiding all the possible cases in solving
the velocity BSIP, here it is called composition)

Note that termination is guaranteed because the simplification rule 5 replaces V 1
and V 2 by the result V 3 of intersecting V 1 and V 2 (V 3 is the same as V 1 or V 2 or
smaller than them) as well as the resulting relationship O3 of intersecting O1 and
O2 replaces O1 and O2 (O3 is the same as O1 or O2 or smaller than them) and
because propagation CHRs are never repeated for the same constraint goals.

Algorithm 1 CIP for Qualitative Velocity integrated with Qualitative Orientation
% Constraint declaration and definition

(1a) constraints ctr vel/4, ctr vel/7.
(1b) label with ctr vel(Nv, No, X, Y, V, O, I) if Nv ≥ 1 and No ≥ 1.
(1c) ctr vel(Nv, No, X, Y, V, O, I) :- member(V1, V), member(O1, O),

ctr vel(1, 1, X, Y, [V1], [O1], I).
% Initialize

(2) ctr vel(X, Y, V, O)⇔ length(N, Nv), length(O, No) | ctr vel(Nv, No, X,
Y, V, O, 1).

% Special cases
(3a) ctr vel(Nv, No, X, Y, V, O, I)⇔ empty(V) | false.
(3b) ctr vel(Nv, No, X, Y, V, O, I)⇔ empty(O) | false.
(3c) ctr vel(Nv, No, X, Y, V, O, I)⇔ Nv = N | true.
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(3d) ctr vel(Nv, No, X, Y, V, O, I)⇔ No = 9 | true.
(3e) ctr vel(Nv, No, X, X, V, O, I)⇔ true.

% Intersection
(4a) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, X, Y, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, X, Y, V2, O2, J)

⇔ intersection(V1, V2, V3), length(V3, Nv3), intersection(O1, O2,
O3), length(O3, No3), K is min(I, J) | ctr vel(Nv3, No3, X, Y, V3,
O3, K).

(4b) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, Y, X, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, X, Y, V2, O2, J)
⇔ inv op(V1, V11), intersection(V11, V2, V3), length(V3, Nv3),
inv op(O1, O11), intersection(O11, O2, O3), length(O3, No3), K is
min(I, J) | ctr vel(Nv3, No3, X, Y, V3, O3, K).

(4c) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, X, Y, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Y, X, V2, O2, J)
⇔ inv op(V2, V12), intersection(V1, V12, V3), length(V3, Nv3),
inv op(O2, O12), intersection(O1, O12, O3), length(O3, No3), K is
min(I, J) | ctr vel(Nv3, No3, X, Y, V3, O3, K).

% Composition
(5a) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, X, Y, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Y, Z, V2, O2, J)

⇔ velocity zero(V1), K is I+J | ctr vel(Nv2, No2, X, Z, V2, O2, K).
(5b) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, X, Y, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Y, Z, V2, O2, J)

⇔ velocity zero(V2), K is I+J | ctr vel(Nv1, No1, X, Z, V1, O1, K).
(5c) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, X, Y, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Y, Z, V2, O2, J)

⇔ lb qualitative difference(O1, O2, O11),
ub qualitative difference(O1,O2,O12), build result(O11, O12, O3),
orientation zero(O3), lb qualitative sum(V1, V2, V11),
ub qualitative sum(V1, V2, V12), build result(V11, V12, V3),
length(V3, Nv3), higher orientation(O1, O2, O3), length(O3, No3),
K is I+J | ctr vel(Nv3, No3, X, Z, V3, O3, K).

(5d) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, X, Y, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Y, Z, V2, O2, J)
⇔ lb qualitative difference(O1, O2, O11),
ub qualitative difference(O1, O2, O12), build result(O11, O12,
O3), orientation 90degrees(O3), pythagoream theorem(V1,V2,O1,
O2,V3), length(V3, Nv3), maxmin op(O1,O2,O3), length(O3, No3),
K is I+J | ctr vel(Nv3, No3, X, Z, V3, O3, K).

(5e) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, X, Y, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Y, Z, V2, O2, J)
⇔ lb qualitative difference(O1, O2, O11),
ub qualitative difference(O1,O2,O12), build result(O11,O12,O3),
orientation 180degrees(O3), lb qualitative difference(V1,V2,V11),
ub qualitative difference(V1,V2,V12), build result(V11,V12,V3),
non zero(V3), length(V3, Nv3), higher orientation(O1, O2, O3),
length(O3, No3), K is I+J | ctr vel(Nv3, No3, X, Z, V3, O3, K).

(5f) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, X, Y, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Y, Z, V2, O2, J)
⇔ lb qualitative difference(O1, O2, O11),
ub qualitative difference(O1,O2,O12), build result(O11,O12, O3),
orientation 180degrees(O3), lb qualitative difference(V1,V2,V11),
ub qualitative difference(V1,V2,V12), build result(V11,V12,V3),
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zero(V3), length(V3, Nv3), K is I+J | ctr vel(Nv3, , X, Z, V3, , K).
(5g) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, Y, X, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Y, Z, V2, O2, J)

⇔ inv op(V1, V11), velocity zero(V11), K is I+J | ctr vel(Nv2, No2,
X, Z, V2, O2, K).

(5h) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, Y, X, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Y, Z, V2, O2, J)
⇔ velocity zero(V2), inv op(V1,V11), length(V11,Nv11), K is I+J |
ctr vel(Nv11, No1, X, Z, V11, O1, K).

(5i) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, Y, X, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Y, Z, V2, O2, J)
⇔ lb qualitative difference(O1, O2, O11),
ub qualitative difference(O1,O2,O12), build result(O11,O12,O3),
orientation zero(O3), inv op(V1, V11), lb qualitative sum(V11,
V2, V21), ub qualitative sum(V11,V2,V22), build result(V21, V22,
V3), length(V3, Nv3), higher orientation(O1, O2, O3), length(O3,
No3), K is I+J | ctr vel(Nv3, No3, X, Z, V3, O3, K).

(5j) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, Y, X, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Y, Z, V2, O2,
J)⇔ lb qualitative difference(O1, O2, O11),
ub qualitative difference(O1,O2,O12), build result(O11,O12,O3),
orientation 90degrees(O3), inv op(V1, V11),
pythagoream theorem(V11, V2, O1, O2, V3), length(V3, Nv3),
maxmin op(O1, O2, O3), length(O3, No3), K is I+J | ctr vel(Nv3,
No3, X, Z, V3, O3, K).

(5k) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, Y, X, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Y, Z, V2, O2, J)
⇔ lb qualitative difference(O1, O2, O11),
ub qualitative difference(O1,O2,O12), build result(O11,O12,O3),
orientation 180degrees(O3), inv op(V1, V11),
lb qualitative difference(V11, V2, V21),
ub qualitative difference(V11,V2,V22), build result(V21,V22,V3),
non zero(V3), length(V3, Nv3), higher orientation(O1, O2, O3),
length(O3, No3), K is I+J | ctr vel(Nv3, No3, X, Z, V3, O3, K).

(5l) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, Y, X, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Y, Z, V2, O2, J)
⇔ lb qualitative difference(O1, O2, O11),
ub qualitative difference(O1,O2,O12), build result(O11,O12,O3),
orientation 180degrees(O3), inv op(V1, V11),
lb qualitative difference(V11, V2, V21),
ub qualitative difference(V11,V2,V22), build result(V21,V22,V3),
zero(V3), length(V3, Nv3), K is I+J | ctr vel(Nv3, , X, Z, V3, , K).

(5m) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, X, Y, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Z, Y, V2,
O2, J)⇔ velocity zero(V1), inv op(V2, V12), length(V12, Nv12),
K is I+J | ctr vel(Nv12, No2, X, Z, V12, O2, K).

(5n) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, X, Y, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Z, Y, V2, O2, J)
⇔ inv op(V2, V12), velocity zero(V12), K is I+J | ctr vel(Nv1, No1,
X, Z, V1, O1, K).

(5o) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, X, Y, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Z, Y, V2, O2, J)
⇔ lb qualitative difference(O1, O2, O11),
ub qualitative difference(O1,O2,O12), build result(O11,O12,O3),
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orientation zero(O3), inv op(V2,V12), lb qualitative sum(V1,V12,
V21), ub qualitative sum(V1,V12,V22), build result(V21,V22,V3),
length(V3, Nv3), higher orientation(O1, O2, O3), length(O3, No3),
K is I+J | ctr vel(Nv3, No3, X, Z, V3, O3, K).

(5p) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, X, Y, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Z, Y, V2, O2,
J)⇔ lb qualitative difference(O1, O2, O11),
ub qualitative difference(O1,O2,O12), build result(O11,O12,O3),
orientation 90degrees(O3), inv op(V2, V12),
pythagoream theorem(V1, V12, O1, O2, V3), length(V3, Nv3),
maxmin op(O1, O2, O3), length(O3, No3), K is I+J | ctr vel(Nv3,
No3, X, Z, V3, O3, K).

(5q) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, X, Y, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Z, Y, V2, O2, J)
⇔ lb qualitative difference(O1, O2, O11),
ub qualitative difference(O1,O2,O12), build result(O11,O12,O3),
orientation 180degrees(O3), inv op(V2, V12),
lb qualitative difference(V1, V12, V21),
ub qualitative difference(V1,V12,V22), build result(V21,V22,V3),
non zero(V3), length(V3, Nv3), higher orientation(O1, O2, O3),
length(O3, No3), K is I+J | ctr vel(Nv3, No3, X, Z, V3, O3, K).

(5r) ctr vel(Nv1, No1, X, Y, V1, O1, I), ctr vel(Nv2, No2, Z, Y, V2, O2, J)
⇔ lb qualitative difference(O1, O2, O11),
ub qualitative difference(O1,O2,O12), build result(O11,O12,O3),
orientation 180degrees(O3), inv op(V2, V12),
lb qualitative difference(V1, V12, V21),
ub qualitative difference(V1,V12,V22), build result(V21,V22,V3),
zero(V3), length(V3, Nv3), K is I+J | ctr vel(Nv3, , X, Z, V3, , K).

Two predicates, ctr vel of arity 4 and 7 are declared in rule (1a). The initial
qualitative velocity information is introduced through predicates ctr vel/4. So, the
predicates of type ctr vel/4 are translated into the predicates ctr vel/7 by means of
rule (1b) where the length of the velocity relation (Nv), the length of the orientation
relation (No) and the length of the shortest path from which the constraint (I) is
derived are added. A path length equal to 1 means that the constraint is direct, that is,
it is user-defined, not obtained from derivation. All those arguments are included to
increase efficiency. The two first ones will avoid compositions between constraints
which do not give more information (rules 3c and 3d) because all the qualitative
primitive (velocity or orientation) relationships are included in the disjunction. They
will also restrict constraints involved in a propagation to be disjunction-free, as it
is explained below. The last argument is used to restrict the propagation CHRs to
involve at least one constraint. The constraints will be treated by the CLP clause (1c)
if the relations, V and O, represent a disjunction of primitive relationships (rule 1b).
In predicate (1c), member(V 1,V ) and member(O1,O) non-deterministically choose
one primitive constraint for velocity and for orientation respectively, V and O, from
the disjunctive constraints V 1 and O1, by implementing the backtrack search part of
the algorithm.
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Special cases are simplification CHRs. (3a) and (3b) detect inconsistent cons-
traints. When the constraint relates three objects with an empty (velocity or orien-
tation) relationship, the constraint is substituted by the built-in predicate false and
the full predicate fails. If it is not be expected behaviour when substituting the in-
consistent constraint by true, that is, deleting this constraint. (3c) and (3d) delete
constraints which contain the full primitive qualitative velocity relationship set or
the full primitive qualitative orientation relationship respectively, while (3e) deletes
constraints which contain only one point instead of two.

Simplification CHRs (4a) to (4c) perform intersections which allow the simpli-
fication of redundant information. Rule (4a) implements intersection in the way
that it was originally defined in Equation 4, i.e., given two constraints which
relate the same three spatial objects, the more restricted relationships (velocity
as well as orientation) between both constraints is obtained by the predicates
intersection(V 1,V 2,V 3) and intersection(O1,O2,O3) and those constraints are
substituted by a new one which relates the same three objects with the new rela-
tionships V 3 and O3 among them. On the other hand, rules (4b) and (4c) solve
intersection when inverse operation is respectively applied to the first or the second
constraint in the head of the original intersection rule (eq. 4). Therefore, it is pos-
sible to obtain intersection if the inverse operation is applied to the relationship or
disjunction of relationships in the guard part of the rules. Note that the application of
the defined operation to a disjunction of relationships is equivalent to the application
of that operation to each relationship included in the disjunction of relation.

Propagation CHRs (5a) to (5r) perform compositions by using the proposed al-
gorithm. Several special cases have to be considered in order to properly solve the
composition equation (Equation 5). These cases depend on the orientation of ob-
jects. For that reason, it has to be distinguished between them (predicates orien-
tation zero, orientation 90degrees and orientation 180degrees). Furthermore, in a
similar way to what it happens to the simplification rule eq. 4, the application of
the inverse operation to the first constraint of the two which define the head of the
original composition rule define the CHRs (5g) to (5l); whereas if it is applied to the
second constraint, the CHRs (5m) to (5r) are obtained. Hence, a total of 18 propa-
gation CHRs are needed to cover all possible combinations of constraints. Note that
another optimization is introduced in order to make composition more efficient. It
is based on the fact that the resulting relationship of combining a zero velocity with
another velocity relation is that velocity relation different from zero.

3 A Practical Application

A real application of the proposed method is presented. In this case, the qualitative
velocity model has been implemented on a mobile robot. The aim of this system is
to assist human beings in performing a variety of tasks such as carrying person’s
tools or delivering parts. One of the major requirements of such robotic assistants
is the ability to track and follow a moving person through a non-predetermined,
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unstructured environment. To achieve this goal, two different tasks have to be carried
out: person recognition and segmentation from the surrounding environment, and
motion control to follow the person using the recognition results. In particular, in
this section, we proposed a qualitative reasoning method to achieve the second task
to be performed.

For that, an indoor pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) camera was mounted on a Pioneer 3-DX
mobile platform [1] without restricting its autonomy and flexibility as depicted in
Fig. 5. The core of the PTZ system is a Canon VC-C4 analog colour camera [4]
with a resolution of 320x240 pixels, which is integrated with the mobile platform
hardware.

Fig. 5 Experimental set-up: external view of the used mobile platform (left) and a more detailed
view of the camera (right)

So, on the one hand, the system knows both its velocity and its orientation
through the information obtained from its motors. On the other hand, an image
processing based on optical flow provides an estimation of the velocity and orienta-
tion relationships corresponding to the person to be followed. Therefore, from these
two relationships (the one obtained by the robotic system itself and the other corres-
ponding to the person from image processing), the system is able to determine the
required velocity-orientation relationship that allows it to know the required trajec-
tory change to properly follow and assist that person. An example of the obtained
results can be seen in Fig. 6.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a qualitative velocity model including represen-
tation, reasoning process and a real robotic application of that. From the starting
point that the development of any qualitative model consists of a representation of
the magnitude at hand and the reasoning process, we have developed a qualitative
model for physical velocity such that velocity and orientation are combined, the
basic step of the inference process is expressed in terms of qualitative sums and
differences, and, given that knowledge about relationships between entities is often
provided in the form of constraints, the complete inference process is formalized as
a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP).

As future work we will investigate the development of new qualitative models
based on intervals of aspects such as: time, weight, body sensations (such as hunger,
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Input Optical Flow

Qualitative classification Snapshot program running
Velocity Relationships Orientation Relationships

Fig. 6 Results obtained with the real robot when the qualitative velocity model proposed in the
previous section has been used. In this case, velocity relationships are labelled as Q = {zero, slow,
normal, quick} coded in the image by purple, red, green and blue respectively. On the other hand,
orientation relationships correspond to the modified Freksa and Zimmermann’s approach such that
fl is coded by red, sf by green, fr by yellow, l by blue, r by purple, bl by orange, sb by rose and br
by olive

sleepiness, tiredness, love, etc.), etc. with the purpose of providing robots with in-
telligent abilities to solve service robotics problems.
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